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Boom! 

The extremely solid ground was blasted into a deep pit in an instant. 

For a while, the gravel flew. 

The violent aftermath of the thunder spread around, and Xiao Feng hurriedly used the 
energy shield to resist. 

Although it didn’t cause any substantial damage, it was still shocking to the point that 
the blood in his chest kept surging. 

“It’s dangerous! It’s dangerous!” 

Xiao Feng wiped the cold sweat on his forehead, and still had lingering fears until now. 

If he was hit by a thunderbolt just now, with his current cultivation realm, he would be 
killed on the spot almost immediately. 

“Why did the thunder suddenly appear again today?” 

Xiao Feng was puzzled. 

Before this period of time, it was calm, and it was almost unimpeded along the way. 

The weather can even be described as clear skies. 

However, in an instant, the wind was surging, and the thick dark clouds were like the top 
of Taishan, and the thunder was rolling in. 

“Could it be that there is some kind of problem in the Buried Dragon Valley?” 

Xiao Feng guessed in his heart that, after all, the information he got before was that 
there were constant thunderstorms in the valley of the Buried Dragon. 

And before entering the non-core area, I didn’t encounter any thunder, most likely 
because of the chain reaction caused by Master’s intrusion into the core area of the 
Buried Dragon Valley. 

In particular, the binding force from the underground also increased, as if it echoed with 
the sudden thunder of the sky. 



“No matter what happens, you have to go to the core area to see Master’s results, even 
if he has already suffered an accident.” 

After making up his mind, Xiao Feng moved on. 

However, after walking a few hundred meters, a thunderstorm the thickness of a bucket 
struck again. 

The splitting speed is even a bit stronger than that of the sky thunder just now. 

“I devoured you.” 

Xiao Feng was a little pissed, and he actually ran the extreme swallowing technique 
directly, intending to shake the sky thunder. 

However, when it was very close, Xiao Feng suddenly felt that the aftermath of the 
thunder energy was too violent. 

At that time, it was very difficult to swallow a little power of thunder and lightning, and 
the key was that it was beyond his control. 

“The energy of Tianlei is too violent, and if it is swallowed rashly, there is a risk of 
exploding and dying.” 

Thinking of this Xiao Feng quickly dodging, he didn’t want to die until he saw Levi 
Garrison. 

In particular, Gong Qianqiu’s revenge has not been repaid, and Xiao Feng also feels 
that there is no need to risk his life to swallow Tianlei. 

“Master, don’t worry about it!” 

Xiao Feng regrouped and continued to rush towards the core area of the Buried Dragon 
Valley. 

Cold pool shore. 

Levi Garrison stood with his hands behind his back. 

Compared with before, Levi Garrison at this moment is like reborn, and the whole 
person is radiant. 

In particular, the surface of the skin is like a crystal clear diamond, without a trace of 
impurities, showing an absolute sense of toughness. 



The most important thing is that Levi Garrison has no breath at this moment, just like an 
ordinary person with no cultivation. 

There is a sense of returning to the basics. 

That state is like a calm sea, quiet and peaceful when there is no wind, but once it 
erupts, it is a ferocious tsunami, enough to destroy the world. 

It’s a disaster for everyone. 

“Although I don’t know what Levi Garrison’s strength has reached, it should be no 
problem to kill the two palace masters.” 

Gongsun Yueying thought secretly in her heart. 

After all, even the most terrifying blow formed by the gathering of the Bafang Tianlei in 
the Buried Dragon Valley can be hard to bear. What kind of attack can’t be resisted? 

Even the Tianlei and the power of the earth veins in the entire Dragon Burial Valley 
were tamed by Levi Garrison. 

With such a terrifying force, even going to the core area of Kunlun Ruins would have a 
lot of confidence. 

“Have you marked the positions of the god bones that you were looking for before?” 

Levi Garrison asked suddenly. 

The two women woke up like a dream and nodded mechanically. 

“Lead the way ahead!” 

Levi Garrison said with a smile. 

Murong Qingxue and Gongsun Yueying were busy leading the way in front of them. 
What surprised them was that even the ley lines had disappeared without a trace. 
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“Not only did Tianlei hide from the slash, but even the power of restraint of the earth’s 
veins also avoided it. This is too powerful.” 

“It’s just too easy to walk this time.” 



Murong Qingxue and Gongsun Yueying screamed again. 

Their current state is already at the end of the line. If they encounter the leyline restraint 
power of the previous level again, I am afraid they will be unable to move an inch. 

Now that all the ley lines have disappeared, the two women just took this opportunity to 
restore their state. 

“If I’m not wrong, the core of the leyline binding energy should be at the bottom of the 
center of the cold pool.” 

“At that time, the giant sky thunder and lightning balls were continuously gathered in 
that position, especially the electric tornadoes rose up one after another, and they 
carried the power of the leylines.” 

“Even now, you can see that Tianlei is still the most concentrated in the center of 
Nacha.” 

Levi Garrison said solemnly. 

Murong Qingxue and the two looked at each other, and sure enough, the thunder in the 
sky over other parts of Hantan was scattered. 

As for the location in the middle of the cold lake, there were several thunderstorms 
gathered, and they fell down almost non-stop. 

“Does the Sect Master plan to go directly to the Hantan Center to hunt for treasure?” 

Murong Qingxue asked tentatively. 

Levi Garrison waved his hand and said, “Don’t worry, let’s collect the treasures from the 
outside of Hantan first.” 

Although most of the perimeter of Hantan are quasi-god bones, refining other weapons 
is enough. 

Even for Kunlun Ruins, many of these things are valuable and invaluable resources, 
and Levi Garrison naturally cannot give up directly. 

Gongsun Yueying and Murong Qingxue naturally wouldn’t refuse, as long as they 
stayed in the area around Levi Garrison, there was basically no danger. 

“By the way, the ancient books once recorded that there are alien beasts in the core 
Leihai area of the Dragon Burial Valley, and their strength is fierce and destroys the sky 
and the earth.” 



“I don’t know what kind of terrifying spirit beast it is, it’s better to be cautious!” 

Gongsun Yueying respectfully advised. 

Although Levi Garrison also withstood the strongest blow of Tianlei, the spirit beast was 
also tempered in the sea of thunder all year round, and its strength was unfathomable. 

Even compared with Levi Garrison, who is stronger or weaker is really not necessarily. 

“Yeah, Sect Master, I have also seen relevant ancient books. It is said that it is a 
terrifying spirit beast with some kind of ancient bloodline. It is indeed not to be 
underestimated.” 

Murong Qingxue also reminded him. 

Levi Garrison smiled contemptuously and said, “It doesn’t matter, I just happen to be 
missing a pet! If it dares to take the lead, it will surrender.” 

Gongsun Yueying and the others twitched the corners of their mouths, treating the 
ancient beasts as pets, mad and domineering. 

Of course, Levi Garrison does have arrogant capital. 

“Hurry up and collect treasures from heaven and earth!” 

Levi Garrison waved his hand and said. 

In the next three days, Levi Garrison and others searched for treasures from the outside 
world of Hantan. 

“Taisu Void Spirit Evil Flower, Jiuzhuan Wood Underworld Bone, Heavenly Soul Ice 
Soul God Bone, Tianshu Chiyang Grass, Tiangang Hunyuan Iron…” 

Murong Qingxue and Gongsun Yueying beamed with joy as they looked at the many 
treasures of heaven and earth, as well as divine bones and quasi-sacred bones that 
only existed in ancient books. 

“It’s just this amount, I’m afraid it already has a lot more heritage than the Sun Moon 
Divine Fire Palace.” 

“Especially Tiancaidibao is not a lot of essence, and there are also a lot of these top-
level treasures in front of me.” 

“What’s more, it’s not about exploring the treasures of heaven and earth in the depths of 
the cold lake? The income will be unimaginable at that time.” 



Gongsun Yueying was very excited, and following Levi Garrison really benefited a lot. 

Murong Qingxue thought this way, she had long been completely convinced by the 
power that Levi Garrison showed. 

It is even more believed that if the Xingyue Shenzong has a suzerain like Levi Garrison, 
it will rise to a super sect more quickly. 

“Sect Master, there are so many treasures in the periphery of Hantan, and there must 
be more in the depths of Hantan. Are you planning to explore now?” 

Murong Qingxue tentatively asked, after all, it had already spent too long on the outside. 
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Levi Garrison pondered for a moment and said, “It doesn’t matter if it takes a while, we 
are not in a hurry to leave the Dragon Burial Valley.” 

“Could it be that the master is still thinking of continuing to use the Sky Thunder 
Tempering Body to improve his cultivation realm?” 

Gongsun Yueying asked in confusion. 

Gongsun Yueying’s knowledge is far higher than Murong Qingxue’s, she can clearly feel 
that even if the thunder strikes Levi Garrison today, the improvement of the latter’s 
realm will be minimal. 

Continuing to stay quenched is basically equivalent to doing useless work. 

“Tianlei Tempering Body has not greatly improved my strength.” 

Levi Garrison paused for a while, and then continued: “But whether the thunder or the 
power of the earth’s veins are here, it is an excellent environment for forging magic 
weapons.” 

“With so many treasures around, it’s not easy to transport them all away.” 

“But if you refine the magic weapons, you can maximize their consumption, so as not to 
waste things!” 

The corners of Gongsun Yueying’s mouth twitched, Levi Garrison was planning to 
maximize the benefits of his trip to the Dragon Burial Valley! 



Just like what Levi Garrison said, if so many treasures of heaven and earth are to be 
transported away, I might score several trips. It would be a waste of time to do so. 

But refining a magic weapon requires a lot of heaven and earth treasures, and the sky 
thunder and earth veins cannot be taken away, both of which are excellent 
environments for forging magic weapons. 

After the magic weapon is successfully refined, carrying a limited magic weapon is 
equivalent to taking away countless treasures from heaven and earth. 

“Sect Master is wise!” 

“Master is wise!” 

The two women sighed almost at the same time. 

“And this thunder and earth veins can also be used as natural guardians to prevent 
others from disturbing my forging magic weapons.” 

Levi Garrison said quietly. 

Murong Qingxue and the others completely worshipped him, and all the resources in the 
Buried Dragon Valley were used by this man. 

the other side. 

Xiao Feng continued to move forward in a very embarrassed manner. 

At this moment, Xiao Feng’s hair was mostly scorched, and the heavy black armor on 
his body was also incomplete. 

There were obvious wounds and bloodstains on the exposed arms and thighs. 

The breath of the whole person is no longer as full as it was at first, and it seems that it 
has almost reached the limit of bearing. 

“There are so many damn thunders?” 

“And this weird ground, just like increasing the gravity dozens of times, it takes a lot of 
physical strength to get rid of it.” 

Xiao Feng cursed while avoiding the thunderstorm. 

Along the way, facing the constant and indefinite bombardment of the thunder, Xiao 
Feng can be described as a life-and-death situation. 



He had thought about quitting temporarily, but he had already penetrated such a long 
distance. 

In addition, Xiao Feng wanted to confirm the life and death of Master Levi Garrison, 
which strengthened his determination to go to the core area urgently. 

“Live to see people die and see corpses, Master, here I come!” 

Xiao Feng gritted his teeth and continued to bite the bullet and rush to the core area. 

The thunder rolled in and then fell, and Xiao Feng staggered to avoid it. 

It is also fortunate that he relied on the energy of swallowing the aftermath of the 
thunderbolt along the way, which barely maintained his strength to continue to move 
forward. 

Otherwise, he would have died of exhaustion. 

“No wonder those bastards outside didn’t dare to chase in, presumably because they 
were afraid of thunder bombardment, a group of junk!” 

Xiao Feng said with contempt. 

In fact, many sectarian forces headed by the Sun Moon Divine Fire Hall did not dare to 
follow Xiao Feng rashly because they were afraid of Tianlei. 

Since the powerhouses of the small sects reported the situation to the two hall masters, 
they ordered Xiao Feng to fend for himself. 

Although he was not sure about the details of the people who broke into the Dragon 
Burying Valley, he would definitely die in the face of such a powerful thunderbolt. 

In this way, many forces have been waiting here for nearly five days. 

“Palace Master, should we continue to wait here?” 

Yin Xuejian asked respectfully. 

After this period of contact, Yin Xuejian has successfully become acquainted with the 
two palace masters. 

With all their diligence, the two palace masters also had a very good attitude towards 
Yin Xuejian. 
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Following Yin Xuejian’s question, the leaders of other sects also focused their attention 
on the two hall masters. 

Although the main purpose of this time is to kill the thugs, if that person has already died 
under the bombardment of the sky, there is no need for everyone to continue to 
consume it. 

The temple master of the Sun Moon Divine Fire Temple pondered for a moment and 
said: “The terrifying sky thunder has dissipated, and other areas have returned to 
normal again, indicating that the sky thunder robbery has been completely completed.” 

“If those few people survived such a test, why should they come out in three days.” 

“But until now, no one has come out, which can prove that they all died under the 
thunder.” 

The deputy hall master also echoed: “What the hall master said is very true, but it’s a 
pity that Yueying is such a good cultivation seedling.” 

The two palace masters made a final decision, of course, this is indeed what they 
thought. 

The energy of the giant electric ball was so terrifying before, even if it slammed into the 
top sect, I am afraid it can destroy it. 

Not to mention that the madman is the only one? 

Must die! 

Whoa whoa whoa! 

“Back then, that kid asked us to wait on the spot to help him transport the treasures, 
what a shame!” 

“That guy doesn’t know that the sky is high and the earth is thick because of his 
strength, but he doesn’t know how powerful the Kunlun Ruins Jedi is.” 

“It’s just a pity that the Holy Maiden of the Sun Moon Divine Fire Temple is now. I’m 
afraid I have to choose someone else.” 



“That’s right, it is said that Gongsun Yueying is a talented woman in the entire Sun 
Moon Divine Fire Hall. How easy is it to find another woman?” 

“I don’t think it’s that difficult. The Sun Moon Divine Fire Temple has such a great 
appeal. It’s not easy to find a woman with extraordinary talent in these hundreds of 
medium and small sects?” 

“It is said that the future Sect Master’s wife of the Taixu Shenzong has a very terrifying 
talent, maybe there is a chance!” 

There was a lot of discussion in the crowd. 

The Taixu Shenzong was stationed at the station, and everyone also heard a lot of 
discussions. 

Especially when he learned that the madman died 100% under the bombardment of the 
sky, his face was full of shock and astonishment. 

“That madman once slaughtered many masters in the Sun and Moon Divine Fire Hall by 
himself, so he is still unable to resist the thunder of the Dragon Burial Valley?” 

“Lei is too scary today, isn’t it?” 

The three holy sons swallowed hard, feeling more and more terrifying in the Buried 
Dragon Valley. 

The Great Holy Son also said with a solemn expression: “If it weren’t for this, how could 
the ancient books call the Buried Dragon Valley a forbidden area for life?” 

“And looking at the energy scale of the huge electric ball before, even the top 
powerhouses of the large sects may not be able to shake it in person. It is not surprising 
that the madman died there.” 

“I just didn’t think that a powerhouse of that level would not be able to run wild in the 
Buried Dragon Valley, and I don’t know how many top-level treasures are there?” 

Gong Qianqiu said with great emotion. 

Previously, she yearned for the madman’s cultivation realm, thinking that the madman’s 
strength had reached the ceiling level in the Kunlun Ruins. 

However, it now seems that if you want to run wild in the Kunlun Ruins, you need to 
achieve a stronger strength. 

“Qianqiu, I think what those people said is very reasonable. Next, I will help you find an 
opportunity to enter the sight of the two palace masters.” 



“With your cultivation talent, maybe you can really become the saintess of the Sun 
Moon Divine Fire Temple!” 

The Great Saint said with great interest. 

After this period of contact, the Great Holy Son discovered that Gong Qianqiu’s 
cultivation talent was excellent. 

Especially after the double cultivation, Gong Qianqiu’s cultivation realm has once again 
reached a new level. 

If she can really become the saint of the Sun Moon Divine Fire Temple, then it will be a 
great help to herself. 

It must be known that the cultivation resources of the Sun Moon Divine Fire Temple are 
many times more than those of the Taixu Shenzong, especially the resources of the 
core high-level, which are unimaginable. 

Gong Qianqiu said with a smile: “I also hope to become a saint, so that I can help my 
husband more.” 
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Gong Qianqiu had already figured out the details of the Great Holy Son, and naturally 
understood the meaning of what he just said. 

Sure enough, after getting such an answer, the smile on the face of the Great Saint 
could not be concealed. 

“Having a wife like this, what can a husband ask for?” 

The Great Saint said with a smile. 

The Seven Holy Sons watched all this, and in their hearts, they also looked forward to 
Gong Qianqiu becoming the saintess of the Sun Moon Divine Fire Palace. 

Because then she can completely get rid of the control of the Great Holy Son, and she 
can be more justifiable and treat herself like a sister. 

The powerhouses of the Sun Moon Divine Fire Hall waited for two more days outside, 
and the two hall masters finally decided to temporarily evacuate. 



Although the Sun Moon Divine Fire Temple belongs to a large sect, it is also surrounded 
by powerful enemies. 

Now that the core powerhouses in the temple are almost all out, if those same-level 
sects that are eyeing the periphery are desperate to attack and steal their homes. 

That would be worth the loss. 

So the two hall masters ordered the Taixu Shenzong to be the main sect, and the other 
sects to be supplemented, and continue to stay here. 

What if the thug did a miracle? 

Although some sects are unwilling to be reconciled by many forces, they dare not 
disobey the order due to the powerful coercion of the Sun Moon Divine Fire Temple. 

As for these people organized by bounty hunters, they have been active here for half a 
year, and naturally they will not leave easily. 

Moreover, the hotter the place, the more opportunities there are. To some extent, the 
bounty hunter organization is also the biggest speculator. 

Therefore, the Sun Moon Divine Fire Temple took the lead in announcing that the 
bandits died under the Heavenly Thunder Tribulation in the Dragon Burial Valley. 

This message also spread like wildfire. 

The whole area was instantly sensational. 

“This Dragon Burial Valley is too terrifying, and even the terrifying gangsters can’t 
retreat.” 

“Even if there are too many treasures in it, I won’t go, it’s important to save my life!” 

“Even the powerhouses of the Sun Moon Divine Fire Hall dare not enter it rashly, so 
don’t overestimate what you can do.” 

So everyone has a greater fear of the Dragon Burial Valley. 

The sky above the entire Dragon Burial Valley seemed to be covered with a heavy 
shadow. 

the other side. 

The Taiyi Chamber of Commerce also received the news that Levi Garrison died in the 
Dragon Burial Valley. 



Wei Shuyang was silent for a long time, and finally had to sigh. 

He thought that a terrifying cultivation like Levi Garrison would be able to retreat under 
the thunder of the Dragon Burial Valley. 

I never thought that I would never be able to escape. 

“President, in fact, Levi Garrison can also do it, and it has attracted the Tianlei of the 
entire Dragon Burial Valley to gather in one place.” 

“Such a terrifying thunderbolt, even in the face of a large sect’s guardian formation, it 
can easily penetrate it.” 

“It seems that Levi Garrison has entered the core area of the Dragon Burial Valley. This 
guy is too persistent, and sacrificed his life for a few divine bones.” 

“It’s really a pity! With Levi Garrison’s cultivation talent, he will be able to achieve a 
more advanced realm in time. Wouldn’t he be able to advance and retreat freely when 
he goes to Buried Dragon Valley?” 

Many core executives of Taiyi Chamber of Commerce expressed regret. 

Especially thinking that Levi Garrison may also be a powerful forging master, if you 
cooperate with Taiyi Chamber of Commerce for a long time, then you will benefit a lot. 

Now everything is a bubble. 

Wei Shuyang sighed softly and said, “The power of the leylines in the core area of the 
Buried Dragon Valley is recorded in ancient books, and the power of the leylines in the 
core area of the Dragon Burial Valley is even more terrifying.” 

“There is also an unfathomable and piercing cold pool. The three exert pressure 
together. Even if the cultivation base is strong, it will be difficult to resist.” 

“Levi Garrison is really a pity, but he didn’t listen to the advice at all!” 

“President, then whether we should inform the Sun Moon Divine Fire Hall of Levi 
Garrison’s true identity, it doesn’t matter now.” 

Someone suggested. 

Wei Shuyang waved his hand and said, “Since people are already dead, why should 
they fall into trouble again? Let’s accumulate some yin and virtue!” 

“It seems that no one can break this Dragon Burial Valley!” 



 


